Student of Concern Response Protocol

UC Santa Cruz

---

Opportunities for early intervention from being overlooked:

The correct point of contact for varying levels of concern to prevent warning signs and potential psychological crises. UC Santa Cruz Police and a Student Care Coordinator. The chart below will identify there are many resources on campus to assist you in helping students of concern such as counselors.

---

(831) 459-2231
UC Santa Cruz Police
Reporting call the
For non-emergency consultation or
For support service call:
www.deanofstudents.ucsc.edu
For options of visit;
campus resources; see reverse page
Refer the student to an appropriate

---

(831) 459-2231
NC Santa Cruz Police
Reporting call the
For non-emergency consultation or

---

(831) 459-3456
CARE COORDINATOR
Report the concern to:
After speaking with police,
Campus Resource; see reverse page
Refer the student to an appropriate

---

(831) 459-3456
CARE COORDINATOR
Report the concern to:
After speaking with police,
Campus Resource; see reverse page
Refer the student to an appropriate

---

SERVICES (831) 459-2228
CALL COUNSELING & PSYCHOLOGICAL

---

SERVICES (831) 459-2228
CALL COUNSELING & PSYCHOLOGICAL

---

immediate assistance for any reason
is the student in danger to self or
others or does the student need

---

immediate assistance for any reason
is the student in danger to self or
others or does the student need